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Life appears too short to be spent in nursing animosity, or
registering wrongs. Better to be without logic than feeling

An independent woman searching for love in a house haunted by secrets. Based on Charlotte
Brontë’s romantic nineteenth century drama Jane Eyre stars Australian actor Mia Wasikowska
with Michael Fassbender as Mr Edward Rochester and Judi Dench as Mrs Fairfax. More

Bespoke from Savile Row at
London - peerless cut and
precision, not 'peacockery'?
 
The 'bespoke' tailors of Savile Row at London
are well acquainted with controversy and
when the Brits newest Prime Minister wore a
'cut price' suit from Savile Row to a
conference there was a kerfuffle. Read more

Enid Blyton by Helena Bonham
Carter - fantasy is as fantasy does
 
Helena Bonham Carter plays the indomitable
author, who lived in the world of fantasy she
created for other children, but not in any sort
of world of reality with her own. Read More

Archaeology, uncovering
doorways to the past to invent the
future - fascinating stuff
 
Dr. Henry "Indiana" Jones, Jr., professor,
archaeologist, and adventurer noted for his
trademark bullwhip, fedora hat, and extreme
fear of snakes has influenced many young
enthusiasts into becoming part of the
fascinating world of archaeology. Read More

Mastering reflections - is success
a celebration of life?
 
Is success about those people who profit
from their mistakes, try again in different ways
and consequently keep the world edging
forward by their actions? Read More

Leon Battista Alberti – on beauty,
and the progress of the arts
 
During the rebirth of humanism in Italy
wealthy Italian nobles followed architect Leon
Battista Alberti taking note of his designs
appreciating their value, their rules and the
progress of art. Read More

Crystal Clear, the new age
Chandelier colourful and green
 
Londoners by now are used to seeing 'crazy
things' pop up on their horizon. None so
visually exciting perhaps as the gorgeous hot
pink number that popped up in a Belgrave
Square entrance in July 2010. Read More

Access Arts at Brisbane
 
Access Arts, in partnership with Queensland
arts and cultural organizations, supports a
high level of accessibility and disability
awareness within the arts and cultural sector.
Read More

The Chinese garden - refreshing
the heart
 
In China a garden is where all the arts come
together and, it is assumed the visitor views it
with an educated mind and eye. Read More

What Is: Jane Austen, the
cultivation of the mind?
 
During Jane Austen's lifetime libraries were
important because the acquisition of
knowledge was viewed as a long-term
investment in a family and its future. More

Mini Culture Comments - Culture
Concept Circle You Tube Channel
 
'Quick snippets of culture - like a mini -
documentary...perfect for today's busy
lifestyle ' said Australian born international
pianist Jayson Gillham at London. Click Here
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Access Arts  Deliver
innovative arts and cultural
programs to communities and
individuals experiencing
disability or disadvantage.
Read More

BOOK OF
THE MONTH

Edited by Penelope Thwaites
AM The Percy Grainger
Companion  The growth of
the Internet has made it
possible, as never before, for
Australian born composer
Grainger's music to be heard
widely. | Shock of Gray:
asks a lot of questions. The
challenge is to find solutions
Read More

MUSIC OF
THE MONTH

Rare and beautiful. Enjoy
Schubert's Song Cycle Die
Winterreise with Gregory
Massingham and Stephen
Emmerson DATE: Friday
March 4 VENUE: Ian Hangar
Recital Hall, Qld Con TIME:
6.30pm  Contact
Chamber Music Series
2011 at Brisbane ON NOW
Judith Wright Contemporary
Centre Bookings: 1300 81 00
21 with Christopher Wrench,
Louise King and a host of
talented performers. Read
More
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